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Abstract. Data are a key driver of the digital era. They shift the strategic
landscape of organizations and change how companies approach their
business. Nevertheless, existing approaches on data strategies vary vastly
and little common ground is visible. Therefore, we develop a comprehensive
taxonomy for data strategy tools and methodologies in order to identify
characteristics and relevant properties of data strategy. We derived the
taxonomy inductively by analyzing existing data strategy tools and
methodologies offered in the current economy and deductively by
conducting a structured literature review on the existing body of knowledge
in the scientific literature. It serves as a scientific instrument to profoundly
assess and create data strategies and work towards a consensus in the
respective research field.
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1

Introduction

In the digital era, in which organizations need to improve their response to ever
changing and faster markets [1], companies need a strategy to react to the forces and
influences of the surrounding environment. To respond to internal and external
dynamics as well as to reduce uncertainty, companies form strategies and create a
shared understanding of goals within the entire organization [2]. [3] claimed that the
field of strategic management needed more than one definition for the concept of
strategy, since the term is being used in various ways. In that regard, he gave five
definitions: strategy as plan – a consciously intended course of action and guideline to
deal with a situation -, strategy as ploy – a specific maneuver intended to outwit an
opponent or competitor -, strategy as a pattern – a stream of actions -, strategy as
position – means of locating an organization in an environment – and strategy as
perspective – an ingrained way of perceiving the world by the pursuer [3]. In any
manner, strategy, while being complex, has to provide guidance [4] on how to achieve
competitive advantage [5]. It is the essence of what a business does different or better
than competitors in order to gain sustainable advantage and achieve its declared
objectives [6].
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For crucial competitive innovations and advantages, nowadays data lay the
foundation and are the driver of the digital economy [7]. With the advances of data
generation and collection technologies, vast amounts of data are available and
accessible [8, 9]. Data enable organizations to make rational and resourceful use of
information and therefore empower them to better decision-making processes and
better realization of their strategic objectives [10]. Hence, using data strategically and
creating a unique organization-wide data strategy is indispensable. Nevertheless,
surveys e.g. the on from [11], which was conducted within 189 companies and
published in the Harvard Business Review in 2018, indicate, that still today many
companies struggle in proper implementation and execution of profound and welldefined data strategies, even though data itself or the amount of data sources do not
pose a problem [12]. The benefits of strategic data usage are widely known [13].
In that regard, more and more organizations publish their own understanding of data
strategy and offer data strategy methodologies or tools e.g. [14–16]. These
methodologies and tools serve as an endeavor to define a data strategy approach and
develop a distinctive data strategy perspective. Similar methodologies on data strategy
can be found in academic literature as elaborated by [17]. Nevertheless, to the best of
our knowledge, there is little scientific work towards a consensus for data strategy in
the current economy. Practitioners would benefit from better elaboration, since they
would profit from a comprehensively acknowledged understanding of data strategy and
its properties to develop an appropriate data strategy on their own. Researchers would
benefit from a structured analysis of data strategies both in the economy and in
academic environments. The goal of this study is to create a unifying perception on
data strategy by consolidating scientific and economic knowledge on data strategy.
Therefore, our research question reads as follows:
Research Question: What are the characteristics and relevant properties of data
strategy tools and methodologies offered in the current economy and academic
literature?
To answer this research question, we follow the approach for taxonomy development
by Nickerson [18]. We chose the artifact of a taxonomy, since taxonomies reveal
valuable insights and analyze, structure and conceptualize complex entities [19]. We
decided on this development procedure, since Nickerson’s approach allows a deductive
iteration on relevant objects from the targeted area as well as an inductive iteration on
the existing body of knowledge in academic literature for data strategy.
On that regard, our work is structured as follows: After the introduction we set the
theoretical foundation by defining data strategy research in the field of Information
Systems (IS) and circumventing the concepts from other terms. In the following, we
elaborate the given research design by outlining, presenting and discussing our course
of action and procedural method concerning the taxonomy process and structured
literature review. In chapter four we present our final taxonomy and elaborate the
results. Finally, in the last sections we discuss our implications, limitations of the
research and future research.

2

Theoretical Foundation

Derived from business strategy there are variations, which differ in the level of
abstraction while addressing strategical considerations in specific business areas or
organizational functions.
In order to comply with scientific rigor it is important to get an overview of the
strategical perspective that is related to the data strategy, which we discuss in the paper.
During our Structured Literature Review (SLR), which is described in the following
section, we identified digital strategy as well as IT-strategy as related derivations. By
comparing the three, one can better understand the addressed dimensions they have in
common and the ones that characterize the specific approaches.
2.1

Data Strategy

Data are creating a new generation of decision support data management [20] and
disruptively changes the way business can be strategically approached [21]. That
applies not only on a functional level but also on a corporate level to a point that it shifts
the strategic landscape and how companies approach and evaluate their business
models [9]. Generating value from data has reached a broad notion, that a wellorganized data management can only be achieved with a coherent strategy for
organizing, governing, analyzing and deploying the organization’s data assets [22]. In
that regard, developing a data strategy on how to extract value from data is crucial for
today’s organizations [12]. A data strategy can be defined as a “blueprint that requires
the establishment of goals, identification of data sources and the use of analysis” [23]
in order to “find the right questions […] from strategic thinking in collaboration with
technological savviness” [24] to create “additional value for internal and external
stakeholders” [2]. The data strategy sets a clear direction for data value generation,
ensures that all stakeholders work towards the same objective and is linked to the
business unit level strategy on a functional level [2]. Several authors pick up on
Davenports conception of data strategy as the most important step of data initiatives
[25] as it describes the objectives, scope and advantages on a fundamental basis for data
value generation [6 p.3].
2.2

Digital Strategy

Digital Strategy can be seen as the most extensive focus, since it represents the first
level of the fusion of IT and business strategy by tactfully incorporating digital
technologies in the business strategy [21, 26]. The definition of digital business strategy
is given as an “…organizational strategy formulated and executed by leveraging digital
resources to create differential value” [27] and assesses the changes of how business is
conducted due to digital technologies [28, 29]. Out of new capabilities enabled by these
technologies, companies can create new value propositions by combining them with
already existing capabilities. This encompass strategic, technological, human capital,
and organizational culture considerations within the company and defining a strategy
for its digital transformation [30]. This does not necessarily replace any former

strategies, but most likely will need to be aligned with them [26]. This could be either
done by common targets in customer-centricity or based on companies’ digitized
solutions. While the first aims at higher engagement and building trust and creating
loyalty, the second focuses on the transformation of the business model towards
digitized products and value-added services to create recurring revenue [31, 32]. Both
approaches have in common, that the most important aspect are the business
capabilities enabled by these strategies to build efficiency and technical reliability,
agility and innovation [29]. A digital strategy is inherently multi-functional [27].
Alignment requires the simultaneous development and reinvention of business
resources, especially IT and data resources, across multiple organization processes [33].
2.3

IT-Strategy

The crucial roles of IT and IT strategy are to support and enable the business [27, 34,
35]. An IT strategy is described as the "...planning and transformation of strategic IT
goals into IT governance structures, IT processes, applications and infrastructure by
adjusting them to the business" [35]. The implementation leads to improved control of
investments, deployments and usage of IT, which leads to higher efficiency,
productivity and revenues in the business [36, 37]. Due to the importance of IT for the
business, alignment of IT and business is an essential component of IT strategies.
Consequently, the boundaries between the IT strategy as a functional strategy and the
business strategy are becoming increasingly fuzzy, resulting in new strategy
development streams (digital business strategy). Therefore, the development of the IT
strategy can be an integrated part of the digital business strategy or can be derived from
the business strategy [27, 35, 38]. Considering IT as a functional strategy, three substrategies are relevant in addition to the IT mission and vision: Information Systems
(IS-Strategy), Information Management (IM-Strategy) and the Information and
Communication Technology (ICT-Strategy). All three sub-strategies are related and
influence each other. They define which requirements are mandatory (IS-Strategy),
how the IT organization is aligned (IM-Strategy) and which infrastructure complies
with the requirements (ICT-Strategy) [39, 40]. However, often times the successful
instantiation of an IT strategy lacks detailed concepts for implementation and
continuous alignment [35, 41].

3

Research Design

3.1

Methodology by Nickerson

For this research, we decided to follow the taxonomy development method by
Nickerson et al. [18] as it is a frequently used method in IS research publications e.g.
[42–45]. This method is consistent with the design science research guidelines of
Hevner et al. [46] and consists of seven steps (see fig. 1). The first step is the
identification of the meta-characteristic which derives from the purpose of the
taxonomy and its expected use. Since this method is an iterative process, the second

step is to define ending conditions which “determine when to terminate” [18]. This
research follows the eight objective and five subjective ending conditions given out by
Nickerson et al. [18]. The next step requires the selection of one of two approaches to
identify the characteristics and dimensions of the taxonomy. The user of the method
can either chose a conceptual-to-empirical approach, which follows a deductive
procedure to derive characteristics and dimensions from the theory, or an empirical-toconceptual approach can be chosen, in which results are derived inductively from a
particular set of objects. The method is executed for as long as ending conditions are
not met, which would terminate the iterative design process.

Figure 1 Taxonomy development method according to Nickerson et al. [18]

3.2

Taxonomy development process

Meta-characteristics: The meta-characteristic is “based on the purpose of the
taxonomy” [18]. The purpose of the taxonomy is defined by the target group and
intended future use. In regard to this, we set the meta-characteristic following the
research question as “characteristics and areas of data strategy tools”.
1st Iteration (Empirical-to-Conceptual): For the first iteration we chose an empiricalto-conceptual inductive approach. In this context, we conducted an analysis of data
strategy tools and methodologies in the economy following the descriptive review
process in IS research elaborated by King [47] and Pare [48]. The descriptive review
intents to reveal the body of empirical studies in a specific research area and therefore
involves a systematic search of as many relevant objects in the investigated area as
possible, while collecting, coding and analyzing the results concerning a certain interest
from each study [47, 48]. To ensure the rigor in the conducted systematic search, we
followed the guidelines for literature reviews proposed by vom Brocke et al. [49].
The first step of the procedure was the search process involving the keywords,
database, backward and forward search and the evaluation of sources [49]. To
systematically identify relevant objects, we used the Google search engine to secure a
heuristic search without domain or industry boundaries. We set the keywords to (“Data

Strategy” AND (Tool OR Framework)) and stretched the search up to first 150 results.
We scanned for data strategy methodologies published by organizations through
whitepapers, insights and reports, because these publications offer further information
and application indications on the respective tools. We only included publicly available
results, which provided thorough information and were written in English. We
conducted a backward and forward search to see if the organizations offered more
recent objects or referred to other data strategy methodologies. Our search yielded 16
objects, from which 10 met the criteria. They cover a variety of different domains and
are extracted from organizations ranging from 11 employees up to +10000, including
start-ups and established companies.
The next step of this iteration was the analysis of the research objects. We decided
to conduct the investigation by three researchers individually and independently to
prevent bias. The three researchers analyzed the methodologies and tools concerning
relevant characteristics, targeted areas and functions. The results were discussed in a
one day workshop, including the fourth researcher as a “devil’s advocate” to ensure
critical distance and a broad discussion to identify relevant dimensions and
characteristics for the taxonomy.
2nd Iteration (Conceptual-to-Empirical): In order to meet the proposed ending
conditions, we additionally performed a conceptual-to-empirical deductive iteration.
Therefore, we conducted a SLR as a “systematic, explicit and reproducible method for
identifying, evaluating and synthesizing the body of completed and recorded work by
researchers, scientists and practitioners” [50]. In order to meet the quality requirements
of appropriate research breadth, rigor, consistency, clarity and brevity [51], we
followed the approach of Webster and Watson [52] and vom Brocke et al. [49, 53].
The scope of this research can be allocated in the scientific domain of Information
Systems (IS). We selected the four literature databases, “Scopus”, “Emerald Insight”,
“Aisel” and “IEEE Xplore”, since these databases include relevant IS research journals
and scientific conferences. We determined three search terms, namely “Data Strategy”,
“Digital Strategy” and “IT Strategy” to cover the research field and ensure the
traceability, repeatability and transparency of the search. The search yielded 3613
results in total. After the first filter process, based on the title, 103 publications
remained. A second filter process based on the abstract and content reduced the findings
to 49. Thereafter, duplicates have been filtered and a forward and backward search has
been conducted, after which the literature basis for the analysis resulted in 48 scientific
publications (see table 1). These 48 publications were analyzed concerning key
characteristics and crucial elements of data strategy development in organizations.

Table 1 Structured literature review results
Scopus

Emeral

Aisel

IEEE

Relevant

“Data Strategy”

483

175

25

51

16

“Digital Strategy”

481

394

64

37

9

“IT Strategy”

789

387

571

156

24

Duplicates filtered

-5

F. and B. Search

4

Literature Basis

48

Ending conditions: We used the eight objective and five subjective ending conditions
elaborated by Nickerson to determine the ending of the iteration process. After the first
iteration, seven of the 13 ending conditions were met. Since the results from the first
iteration were not sufficient to fulfill every ending condition acceptably, we conducted
the second conceptual-to-empirical approach in the form of a structured literature
review. After the elaborated meeting to discuss the results, the identified dimensions
and characteristics for the taxonomy indeed met the required conditions. These results
and the final taxonomy will be presented and discussed in the next section.

4

Results

4.1

Dimensions and Characteristics

The resulting taxonomy consists of 9 dimensions (Dx) with 30 corresponding
characteristics (cxy). To showcase the application of the taxonomy, we implemented the
10 objects that formed the basis for the empirical-to-conceptual iteration (see tab. 2). In
the following, we explain our findings along the dimensions and characterizations.
The first two dimensions were derived by Etsiwah and Hilbig [17]. The dimension
Purpose (D1) “describes the objective of a data strategy within an organization” [17].
This dimension consists of three corresponding characteristics. The characteristic
Product Development (c11) is on hand when the data strategy is designed to create new
products or innovate existing products. In this case the data strategy helps to identify
use cases for data analytics and plans the implementation in product development [2].
Such a data strategy is especially crucial for the development and improvement of
connected, digital or smart products [12]. The characteristic Business Dev. (c12)
describes the cases in which the data strategy generates changes on a business model
level. Data enables disruptive innovations that change the way a business can be
approached and business decisions can be made more strategically [21]. A data strategy
shifts the strategic landscape and further promotes the evolution of existing business
models [9]. The characteristic Strategy Development (c13) is on hand when the strategy
is set to design a strategy based and solemnly on data [17] separated from other business
functions.

The second dimension Level (D2) “provides a link to traditional classifications of
strategy in strategic management literature as it describes the scope of a given data
strategy” [17 p.5]. It provides a co-evolutionary strategy alignment with other strategies
within an organization [54]. The data strategy can be on a functional (c21) level, aligned
with e.g. product development or marketing. Furthermore, the data strategy can be on
a business (c22) level, linked to business units and deciding which on markets the
business competes or the data strategy can be on a corporate (c23) level, setting the
objectives and direction of a company [2].
The third dimension Practice (D3) describes in which form the organizations offer
their data strategy tool or methodologies. The analysis of the different objects showed,
that the data strategy tools are generally set out as a method (c31), defining certain steps
to derive a data strategy, or as a model (c32), giving logical and objective representations
of empirical objects. Objects that could not be assigned to one of the two characteristics
fall under the third characteristic general framework (c33).
The fourth dimension Data Asset (D4) describes on what data the data strategy
methodology focusses. The iterative analysis yielded four predominant data types. The
characteristic master data (c41) is on hand when the data strategy focusses on the core
data entities of an enterprise [55]. Customer data (c42) involves data from and around
stakeholders on a customer level, including retailers and end customers [56] and
transactional data from business documents [57]. Process Data (c43) describes all data
from the value generation process like the operation of machines or processing units
that provide valuable information about value generation processes [19]. Big data (c44)
is characterized by the key attributes of great variety, high velocity and high volume
[10] measuring tens of terabytes demanding big data analytic methods [58].
The fifth dimension is Data Source (D5). It describes where the focused data of the
data strategy originates and is acquired. This dimension can be divided into internal
(c51) data sources and the combination of internal and external (c52) data sources [45].
Internal data sources can be self-generated data from the organization’s assets like
machine sensor data [43]. External data can be obtained from outside the organization
in various ways e.g. like free data or acquired data from providers like data
marketplaces [44].
The sixth dimension shows to what extend the data strategy requires a Strategic
Statement (D6). Strategy, thoroughly discussed in literature and commonly used in
business, generally defines the purpose and objectives of an organization to reduce
uncertainty provide direction for decisions [2]. This dimension is divided into the three
characteristics, namely vision (c61), mission (c62) and objectives (c63). The vision is the
definition of the “end-state towards which the organization strives” [56], whereas the
mission defines the primary activities to reach the vision [56]. Fundamental for strategy
development is a clear set of objectives [6, 59].
The seventh dimension describes the Business IT Alignment (D7). This dimension
defines the continuous fit between IT applications and infrastructure on one hand and
business strategy and processes on the other [33, 39]. The alignment is a key process to
maintain business value as it models business and IT together in a common
organizational framework to define the future state [56]. It is a dynamic and continuous
process that adjusts and synchronizes business and IT [40] and enables data initiatives

[33]. The analysis yielded four characterizations that are most relevant within a data
strategy initiative, namely the alignment of objectives (c71), architecture (c72), people
(c73) and communication (c74) in terms of canals and processes.
Strategy Implementation (D8) is the eighth dimension as it is a primary success
factor in strategy development [60], offering clear benefits when conducted
successfully [24]. It is defined by three dominant characteristics, namely road map
(c81), roles (c82) and resource allocation (c83). The creation of a road map is a crucial
task in the implementation of data strategy, as it describes the timeline for the
implementation process including different use cases and required tasks of the involved
stakeholders [2]. Furthermore, the implementation sets out specific roles like chief data
officers or data-management functions [22] to effectively execute the data strategy. The
resource allocation defines the resources required to implement and achieve the data
strategy and considers whether the resources are allocated internally or externally [61].
The ninth dimension concretizes the Service and Support (D9) the applicant of the
data strategy tool receives. As stated in the beginning of this paper, there are several
sustainable advantages of conducting a data strategy [10]. The analyzed objects focus
on four specific benefits and offer service and support in that regard: use case derivation
(c91), data management optimization (c92), analytics improvement (c93) and strategic
management improvement (c94). The first characterization focusses on data strategy
development, which supports the identification of use cases for e.g. data analytics or
data strategy implementation [2]. The second characterization is on hand, when the
respective data strategy tool aims to develop a data strategy primary to enable superior
data management capabilities [22]. The third characterization focusses on obstacles and
barriers in organization [13], which constrain the data analytics capabilities, since these
challenges are often of organizational and strategic nature [60]. The fourth
characterization is on hand for data strategy tools focusing on improving the general
strategic management of the organization by implementing a data strategy to e.g. timing
of and general decision-making [21].
4.2

Application of the Data Strategy Tool Taxonomy

Table 2 shows the final taxonomy including the application on the ten data strategy
tools and methodologies yielded from the first iteration. The classification of empirical
objects verifies the usefulness of our taxonomy using the ten examples [18]. As
explained in our empirical-to-conceptional iteration, the tools originate from
organizations out of a variety of different branches, industries and sizes, showcasing
the generality and applicability of our taxonomy.

Table 2 Taxonomy of data strategy tools and methodologies
Data Strategy Tools and Methodologies

Dimensions

Purpose

Characteri
stics
Strategy
Dev.
Business
Dev.

Booz
Allen
H. [62]

CDQ
[63]

Measur
elab
[64]

BC
G
[65]

Kell
er
[66]

•
•

•

•

Glob
al
Data
Strat.
[67]

IB
M
[68]

•
•

Break
throu
gh
[69]

Level

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Business

•

Practice

•
•

•
•
•
•

Internal
Internal and
External
Mission

Strategic
Statement

Vision
Objectives
Objectives

Business IT
Alignment

Architecture

Road Map

Strategy
Implementati
on

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

People
Communicat
ion

Roles
Resource
Allocation

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Analytics
Improve.

•

•

Strat.
Management
Improve.

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Data
Management
Optimization

•
•
•

•
•
•

Use Case
Derivation

Service and
Support

•
•

•
•

•

Customer
Data

Big Data

Data Source

•

•

•

Master Data

Process Data

•

•
•

Model
General
Framework

Data Assets

•

•

Corporate
Method

Big
Data
Fram
ewor
k
[71]

•

Product Dev.
Functional

Equif
ax
[70]

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

5

Discussion, Implications and Further Research

Our research created a taxonomy for data strategy tools and methodologies using a
structured literature review and the method by [18]. The design and application of the
taxonomy answers the main research question of this research paper.
From our research, we can deviate several managerial and scientific implications. In
terms of managerial implications, this taxonomy serves as a tool for organizations to
create new or assess existing data strategy tools and methodologies in order to draw
conclusions for their individual data strategy approach and derivation. Our findings
emphasize the holistic range of the strategic approach on data as a data strategy can
impact an organization from a functional to a corporate level. In that regard, a
comprehensive understanding of data strategy, its tools and methodologies is a
prerequisite to draw implications for a unique, organization-wide data strategy and our
taxonomy supports such a comprehensive understanding. The implementation or
concretization of a data strategy requires significant insights in order to incorporate a
sustainable organization-wide conception of data-driven value generation, which is
supported by our taxonomy, as it systematically disaggregates data strategy
interpretations.
As for the scientific implications, our research created a resolute and profound
analysis of data strategy tools and methodologies. Our analysis had both a deductive as
well as an inductive approach to derive our results theoretically and verify them
empirically in order to generate a common understanding of data strategy. Our aim was
to improve the body of knowledge on data strategy tools and methodologies and to
support future researches by systematizing and classifying different data strategy
comprehensions. Our taxonomy serves as a tool to profoundly describe and distinguish
data strategy tools from one another to emphasize the differences and commonalities.
We hope to diminish the gap between the scientific field and economics as well between
different researchers.
Naturally, our research has limitations. Since the derivation of a data strategy
involves a variety of stakeholders [2] and creates specific use cases [24], it is an everevolving and unique endeavor. Therefore, our taxonomy requires critical updating and
questioning in the shadow of technological, economical and societal changes in order
to stay relevant and up to date. Furthermore, limitations arise from subjectivity, as other
researchers might value or derive other dimensions and characterizations differently.
With our research method, we tried to secure objectivity and impede bias as much as
possible. Lastly, limitations arise from the fact that the scientific field of data strategy
and its respective tools are relatively new and therefore subject to change and updates.
Future research in this field could incorporate the derivation of archetypical patterns,
as it is a common instance in IS taxonomy research [72]. Besides, further research could
include a structural analysis for data strategy and its tools for a specific area and perform
a scientific comparison to derive sectoral differences of data strategy.
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